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The pleasure of new art 

by Marta Inez Rodrigues Pereira 

 

I was quite touched when, in a recent post about her experience assessing young photographers’ 

portfolios, Ioana mentioned her joy in seeing so many new ideas and the will to persevere. I will, 

therefore, (try to) follow in her footsteps and share a bit of my pleasure in seeing new artworks, new 

artists and new curators. 

Recently, I went to three exhibitions which left me pleasantly surprised and enthusiastic. I believe 

this was mostly due to the newness in them and want to share a little bit of what I saw. 

The first exhibition was Pintura de Parede e Elemento Vazado by Daniel Murgel (Brazil, 1981). The 

artist, inspired by common architectural features of households in the interior regions of Brazil – 

steps giving access to houses or a kind of whitewash used on walls – built contemporary objects 

which transcend their original utilitarian meaning. The result was a “right angled conch” and a “wall 

Rothko”, in the words of curator Juliana Gontijo. 

 

Daniel Murgel, sketches (top), maquette of the “right angled conch” (bottom left) and installation view with the 

object and “wall Rothko” on the bckground (bottom right) 

(all photos by me unless otherwise stated) 

 

http://photolimits.com/dicas/sobre-as-leituras-de-portfolio/
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Not many days later I went to a young gallery exhibiting a group show entitled Failure – quite 

appropriate for our present times. But there was no failure in this exhibition, only success. There 

were works by five artists – Ignas Krunglevicius (Lithuania, 1979), Janaina Wagner (Brazil, 1989), 

Mauro Giaconi (Argentina, 1977), Maya Watanabe (Peru, 1983) and Pontogor (Brazil, 1981) – but I 

will mention the three that, on the day, most impressed me. 

Maya Watanabe showed videos of desolate and deserted areas around Lima, Peru. Abandonment? 

 

Maya Watanbe, “Scenarios II”, 2014 
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Mauro Giaconi showed a whole wall of book pages over which he hand drew a continuous cage 

mesh. Imprisonment of knowledge? 

 

 

Mauro Giaconi, “Wired Mural”, 2008 
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Janaina Wagner reproduced in carbon paper placed on top of light boxes Thomas Cole’s five-part 

series of paintings, The Course of Empire (1833-36). The contemporary growth and decay of a city? 

 

 

Janaina Wagner, “The Course of Empire”, 2015 

 

 

 

Lastly, another few days later I saw an exhibition organized by a young curator, Gabriela Davies. 

[dis]placement revolves around the human need for identification and the ensuing difficulties when 

one is away from home. Difficulties, yes, but which may lead to growth, creativeness and 

opportunities. The novelty here is more related to the process of building the exhibition: an open 

call for artists; a selection panel; an online funding campaign. There were 14 artists showing works 

which represent the “movement out of fixed identity into something malleable”; I illustrate only a 

few. 
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Dana Davenport, still from “Learning Korean”, 2015 

 

 

 

Marko Zubak, “In unfamiliar territory, my head is my only home”, 2015 
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Alice Quaresma, “Crossing borders", 2015 

 

 

Mercedes Lachmann, “Seas”, 2017 
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Romain Dumesnil, “Untitled (evaporation)”, 2015 

 

New works, new artists, and new curators: they gave me hope; they gave me pleasure. I’ve 

mentioned in a previous post that art always makes me feel good, but it’s even better when it 

surprises me. 

 

 

 

Pintura de Parede e Elemento Vazado is at Portas Vilaseca gallery until 10 Aug 2017 

Falência is at Cavalo gallery until 19 Aug 2017 

[dis]placement is at Jacaranda Club until 4 Aug 2017 

 

All venues in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

 


